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Fig- 1. - Panel of paintings in the rock shelter.

yas Proto-Austroloid element is present in the majority of them. The
 sh°w the presence of this element, though in a mixed form 5 .

 st0raj View that the neolithic people of Karnatak were a hunting-cum-
)yas c°Finiunity is gaining ground by recent researches. So also are the
 0tessfa Sern^~hunting community. Though they do not go for hunting as a
%inal are still the best hunters. It is interesting to note that then
i Passion is kept up by means of a ceremonial hunting. It is incumbent
Jgadim to So for hunting on the next day to the lunar new year’s day

 his is °r Padava) which generally falls in the month of March or April.
Untin r- vCOmPulsorycustom which cannot be neglected. Two days prioi to the
taiice of G ’’ on Pada.va a.nd the day previous, they have a community

 vith rh , the well-known South India “kolattam” ~ Pla7ing with tw0 sticks "
 5Prr0UnH^ rn^C ’ ch°rus singing. On the hunting day, all of them go to the

 die gam and catch rabbits etc. When they return in the evening with
 °h this 7"’ they wil1 have a community feast. If they fail to go for hunting
^dng ^0r some reason or other, they must go for hunting foi five days
 redempt. e P^ussera festival which would generally be in October as a sort of

 a Papcj ^ Edition of hunting narrated above seems to have been depicted on
 these n ° paintings (fig. 1; a , b, c) in one of the rock shelters which abound in

 the lQ *°llthic settlements on the hill. This shelter, facing north just behind
 V'S h i Called TKT - 11 occupies a commanding position overlooking the

he Del°w and the northern hill range (plate: a). The paintings are drawn
astern face of the overhanging rock in the interior of the shelter. They
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a 5 Writer is grateful to Shri K C Malhotra, Research Scholar. Deccan College.
 a - f°r thio  X 6 rateimto bnn ^ cfndvine the skeletal remains from
alar x lnf°rmation. Shri K. C. Malhoxra is studying

 0ta and also has undertaken an ethnographic study of the Boyas.
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